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ABSTRACT 
An overload control strategy for fully distribu

ted control systems is presented. The overload con
trol has to deal with overload situations in a net
work of processors, in which different overload pat
terns can affect to few, many or all the processors. 

The propo.sed strategy has a distributed structure 
which matches with the architecture of these systems: 
Each processor has its own overload detection mecha
nism and control actions are taken to protect each 
proc~ssor against ,overload. The paper discusses how 
to coordinate the actions taken to control the over
load of each one of the processors to obtain a good 
performance of the system as a whole during o~erloa~. 

The guidelines of the strategy proposed 1n th1s 
paper have been followed in the design of the ,over
load control ' strategy of System 12 (*), where slmula
tion tests have proved , its effectiveness: A high 
throughput with a good grade of service for accepted 
calls is ensured under any overload situation. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Overload control in previous stored program con
trol systems had to cope with overlo~d in a central
ized configuration~ see (1-4J among others. Paper (5) 
studies overloads in a distributed configuration, un
der an overload level which only affects one proces-
sor. , 

In this paper, fully distributed control systems 
' are studied, in which the overload control has to 
deal with overloads in a network of processors. Dif
ferent overload levels and patterns, focus sed or gen
eral overloads, affecting to few, many or all the 
processors, are considered. . 

This paper is based on the work done for des1gn
ing an overload control for System 12 (6). The dis-

' tributed structure of the system presented new fea
tures of the problem of controlling the overload, 
such as how to cope with overload situations only 
affecting a part of the processors, how to avoid the 
prppagation of the overload effects, or when to t~ke 
actions to control the overload of processors wh1ch 
treat calls previously treated by other processors~ 
in few words, how to coordinate the actions to be 
taken to control the overload of each one of the pro
cessors in a way which, in turn, matches with the 
distributed structure of the system. The specific so
lution adopted for System 12, as well as an evaluq
tion by simulation of the performance obtained, are 
described in (7]. In this paper, we present those 
conclusions which are not specific to System 12. The 
characteristics of the distributed systems for which 
these conclusions could be applied are: 
- The system is based on a network of processors 

which communicate among themselves through a virtu- ' 
ally non-blocking medium. ' 

- Different pools of processors are distinguished 
according to the function or group of functions 
which they perform. 

(*) System 12 is an ITT trademark. 

- Within each pool of processors, each processor can 
be dedicated to a group of lines, trunks or types 
of calls, or, conversely, all of them can work as a 
dynamic load sharing pool for all the calls of the 
exchange. Intermediate situations are also covered. 

The development of the overload control strategy , 
has been based both on simplified analytical models 
and on a full scale multinode simulation: 

Several analytical tools have been developed to 
model, in a simplify manner, the different aspects of 
the general problem and to observe trends. They have 
been the basis for establishing the guidelines of the 
strategy. 

A simulation model has been developed to check 
the validity of the conclusions obtained with the an-" 
alytical models, and to study the integration of all 
the aspects in the solution adopted for System 12. It 
has also been used for refining the strategy, tuning 
its parameters and evaluating its performance. The 
simulation model is not described here, since a simi
lar model is described in paper [8), also presented 
to this Congress. 

2. OVERVIEW OF THE STRATEGY 

The proposed strategy can be summarized as fol
lows: Each processor has an overload detection mecha
nism to detect its own overload situation. Control 
actions are taken in different points along the 
treatment of the calls. Each processor has associated 
one or several control points where actions are taken 
based on the overload status of this processor. Each 
control action is always based on the overload status 
of an individual processor, even in the case in which 
a control point is associated to several processors. 
In this case, the action taken when more than one 
processor is overloaded is the logical OR of ,the 
actions corresponding to each one of the overloaded 
processors. 

Each processor requires its own overload detec
tion mechanism, since different overload situations 
can affect to different processors. 

The propos'al of control actions based on the 
overload status of individual processors, instead of 
being based on a combined information, gives a dis
tributed structure to the strategy. The coordination 
of the actions taken by the diverse processors is 
given by the appropriate choice of the control points, 
and by the selfregulation of the detection/action 
mechanism of each processor; this mechanism graduates 
the intensity of the actions according to the level 
of overload offered to the processor, which, in turn, 
does not only depend on the traffic demand, but also 
on the actions taken by other processors. This coor
dination has proved to be enough to obtain an effi
cient performance of the proposed strategy, whose 
distributed structure matches with the distributed 
structure of these systems. 

· 3. OVERLOAD DETECTION 

As said before, each processor requires its own 
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overload detection mechanism. The same mechanism is 
proposed for all of them. Although a better solution 
could be obtained for each processor if the mechanism 
is tailored to the functions which it performs, a 
common mechanism fits better to the usual flexibility 
of these systems, in which the distribution of the 
functions among the processors can change with the 
applications. 

Two parameters which are common for all the pro
cessors regardless the functions they perform, will 
be analyzed as overload indicators. One of them is a 
parameter related to the spare call handling capacity 
of the processor in a certain period. The other one 
is a parameter related to the call handling work 
waiting for execution in each moment. The discussion 
here will be done with two parameters easily measured 
in the processors of System 12: the load, related to 
the spare capacity, and the queue length, related to 
the pending work. 

In a first step, two simple detection mechanisms 
will be presented. From the discussion of the pros 
and cons of each one, the need of a ~ore sophisticat
ed one will be shown. Finally, a combined proposal, 
which takes the pros of each of the previous ones, is 
given. 

Three criteria will be applied to evaluate the 
goodness of each detection mechanism: 
- Reliability to avoid the triggering of the overload 

control actions when there is not overload. 
- Capability to ensure a specified throughput and 

response time (within a compromise between them) 
during a maintained overload situation, regardless 
of the overload level. 

- Capability to protect the system against peaks or 
abrupt changes of the offered traffic. 

The detection mechanisms will be analyzed at the 
light of the following simplified traffic model: the 
processor works as a M/M/l model, in which each ar
rival is a call and the control action is assumed to 
be rejection of arriving calls when the detection 
mechanism indicates overload. The trends observed 
with this simplified model have been confirmed in the 
full scale simulation. 

3.1 First simple detection mechanism 

This mechanism is based on the observation of the 
queue and declares overload situation when the queue 
length, Q, reaches a certain threshold, T. 

According to the criterion of reliability, the 
threshold, T, has to be greater than a certain value 
in order to have a negligible probability of call re
jection under normal traffic conditions. The ,proba
bility of call rejection is equal to the probability 
of reaching the threshold and is given by: 

1 - a 
Pr [Q=TJ = 

T+'( 
a (1) 

where a is the load in normal conditions. For numeri
cal comparison purposes, the following values could 
be considered: 

a = 0.6 Er!. ; Pr [Q=T] 
-~ 

~ 10 

For these values, this mechanism is reliable if a 
threshold equal or higher than 16 is chosen. 

During a maintained overload, the throughput C 
(accepted call rate) and the average response time, 
RT, are given by: 

T+./ 
(A·h) - 1 

). - ().·h)T+Z - 1 
c = (2) 

T+'( 

[ 
1 (Nh) 

--- + (T+1)' - 7'+.( 
1 - >.·h ().-h) - 1 

RT = ]. h (3) 

where: >. is the offered call rate. 
h is the average processing time of a call. 

Fig.l plots response time against throughput being 

the offered call rate a parameter, for several values 
of the threshold. It can be 'inferred from Fig. 1 that 
both the throughput and the response time depend on 
the offered call rate and, for any fixed value of T, 
a reasonable compromise between them, valid in the 
full range of possible overload levels, cannot be 
found. 

Thus, according to the second criterion, this 
mechanism is not at all efficient. 
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Fig. 1 Response time versus throughput for the first 
simple detection mechanism. 

, As far as to the capability to protect the system 
against peaks or abrupt changes of the overload lev
els is concerned, this mechanism is quite efficient. 
The mechanism ensures a limit in the response time, 
T-h, and in the required memory for any situation. 
This limit (a response time of 17.h, 6.B times higher 
than in normal conditions if T = 16) looks reasonable 
for short peak conditions or abrupt changes. 

3.2 Second simple detection mechanism 
This mechanism consists of the observation of the 

load during periods of time, P, and declares overload 
situation if the load during the period reaches a 
certain threshold To' 

This detection mechanism has to be complemented 
with a mechanism which regulates the appropriate per
centage of calls to be rejected within each period. 
It could be as follows: If during a given period the 
load is greater than T the percentage of rejected 
calls is increa~ed in the next period; in the 
opposite case the percentage is decreased. 

In order to evaluate the probability of rejecting 
calls in normal conditions, the following formula has 
been derived, using the event counting method [9]. It 
calculates the probability of exceeding a load T 
during a period P, when the average offered load is a, 
in an M/M/1 queue. 

00 i 
-(l+a)P/h L [(l+a)P/h) 

pr(~ T)= e • 
il 

i=O 

where: 
L(O,r,k)=l if r+k ~ 1 L(i,O,O)=O 

a 1 
L(i,r,O)=-----L(i-l,r-l,l) + ----L(i-l,r-l,O) 

l+a l+a 

(4) 

if i ~ 1, r ~ 1 

a 1 
L(i,r,k)=-'L(i-l,r,k+l) + -----L(i-1,r,k-l) 

Ha Ha ' 
if i ~ 1, k ~ 1 
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Fig. 2 Probability of the load in a period exceeding 
a threshold in a MIMl1 model. 

Results from this formula are given in Fig. 2. 
If the probability of call rejection in normal 

conditions has to be smaller than 10-~, as in the 
first mechanism, the probability of exceeding T dur
ing a period must be smaller than 10-¥/rr, being TT 
the proportion of calls which are rejected in the 
first step once the overload has been detected. 

If we assume 77 = 0.1, the required values of the 
period Pare 313 ' h, 141·h and 71 -h if the thr€Sholds 
are 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0, respectively. 

During a maintained overload, this mechanism is 
able to obtain an average throughput C approximately 
equal to Tlh (except if T is close to 1), regardless 
the overload .level. The response time will be in the 
same order of magnitude as in a MIMl1 model with of
fered load T, i.e., 

RT = hi (l-T) (5) 

Reasonable requirements of throughput and res
ponse time could be satisfied if the thershold is 
0.8 Erl. A higher threshold would produce an exces-
sive response time. . 

On the other hand, this mechanism is not effi
cient to protect the system against peaks or abrupt 
changes of the overload level. During a time t in 
which A calls per second are offered, the queue is 
increased, if A,h > 1 and no actions are taken, in 
the following value: 

.6Q = t-(A - 1/h) (6) 

A time in the order of the observation period 
(313'h) is required to detect overload when it 
arises. Thus, if an overload wit~ A = 1.8/h (200% 
overload) abruptly arises, ' the queue length is about 
250 when the first control actions start. Thus, the 
system is without an efficient protection during 
transitions. 

3.3 Proposed mechanism 

From the previous discussion, we see that a more 
more sophisticated mechanism is required. The solu
tion proposed here has proved to be very efficient 
under the three established criteria. The proposal is 
as follows: 

The overload status is determined by comparing 
the queue length with a dynamical threshold. This 
threshold is periodically updated by comparing the 
actual processor load during the previous period with 
a threshold load, called "target load". The values of 
the dynamical threshold of the queue are ordered in a 
table as follows: 

~ ... IT11 Tzl T31···~ 
n t~es with: Tl > T2 > T3 > .•• > Tm 

A cursor points a position of the table in each 
period. During normal traffic conditions, the cursor 
will point the leftmost position. If the load during 
a period is greater than the target load, the cursor 
moves one step to the right; otherwise, it moves one 
step to the left. 

The mechanism can be tuned to have a negligible 
probability of rejecting calls by means of an appro
priate choice of the values of T1 , nand P (observa
tion period). T1 will have a similar value to T in 
the first simple mechanism, and n·P will have a value ' 
in the order of P in the second simple mechanism. 
Factor n allows a value of P smaller than in the sec
ond simple mechanism. 

During a maintained overload, the performance is 
good, as it was in the second simple mechanism. The 
throughput corresponding to the target load is ob
tained under any overload condition, since the appro
priate rejection percentage is regula~ed by the dy
namical adaptation of the threshold value. The regu
lation can be more efficient than in the second s~
ple mechanism, since a smaller value of P allows a 
quicker adaptation during overload. The response time 
is even better than that corresponding to an offered 
load equal to the target load and no control actions 
(see Fig.l for the effect of the queue limitation on 
the response time for a same throughput). 

During normal load condition, this mechanism is 
so good as the first simple mechanism to protect the 
system against peaks or abrupt increases of the tra
ffic levels, and even better during overload, since 
the threshold of the queue is smaller. 

This mechanism can be extended to allow the 
treatment of calls according to priorities by defin
ing more than one threshold in each cursor position, 
each threshold being associated to the rejection of 
calls of a priority. The proposed table for the case 
of two priorities is as follows: 

being: T1> Tl T1> T2> ••• > Tm Th T2> ••• > 0 

This table ' ensures that, except few calls during 
abrupt transitions, higher priority calls are only 
rejected if the overload level is such that the re
jection of all the lower priority calls is not enough 
to control the overload. 

The efficiency of this mechanism has been proved 
by simulation in a real life system, as well as its 
dynamical adaptation to very different traffic situa
tions: different call types, different overload lev
els and different impact of the actions taken by 
other processors. 

4. OVERLOAD CONTROL ACTIONS 

When a processor is overloaded, some calls which 
would use this processor cannot be accepted. The non 
accepted calls can inmediately be rejected or delayed 
in order to try to be accepted later; even in this 
case, there are calls which will have to be finally 
rejected. At least in the case in which a call has to 
be rejected in an advanced phase, the inmediate re
jection is recommended. In any case, the delay before 
rejection intends to prevent rejection of calls due 
to transitory peaks during normal traffic conditions, 
and the previously proposed detection mechanism 
reaches this objective without requiring this addi
tional delay. 

As said in section 2, the main problem is to know 
which are the most appropriate points to reject calls 
when each processor is overloaded. The discussion of 
the appropriate control points, or rejection points, 
is independent from the fact that the rejection is 
inmediate or after a delay. 

Studies on single processor systems (1-4J have 
shown that the shorter the time spent by the proces-
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sor with a rejected call, the better the throughput 
obtained in overload situation. In a distributed sys
tem, this principle applies to each particular pro
cessor for calls rejected due to its own overload. 

The validity of this principle for calls reject'ed 
due to overload of other processors is discussed in 
the next sections, as a part of the general problem 
of determining which are the most appropriate rejec
tion points when the dependence among several proces
sors is considered. 

4.1 Study of basic configurations 

Fig.3 shows different relations between proces
sors of two stages, with respect to the traffic han
dled by them. The arrows mean traffic flows and the 
order in which an arrow crosses the processors is the 
order of the beginning of the treatment of calls of 
this flow by the processors. The rectangular boxes 
mean rejection points to be investigated. The letter 
besides a rejection point indicates the ratio of ' 
calls arriving tp this point which are not rejected 
there. 
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Fig. 3 Basic configurations of processors o'f two 
stages. 

These models will be analytically studied assum
ing that the detection/rejection mechanisms fully 
reach their objectives, i.e.: 
- The load carried by a processor is just its target 

load if calls are rejected due to its overload. 
- First priority calls are rejected due to overload 

of a processor only if all the second priority 
calls treated by this processor are being rejected. 

Rejection of calls in points such as x of case I 
can be done after a small treatment by processor A. 
This small treatment is neglected in the analytical 
study. 

The simulation has proved that the results of 
this analytical study are quite accurate and that the 
conclusions apply to an actual system. 

Let us study each one of the five cases shown in 
Fig.3. Common notation is as follows: 
~i is the call rate of flow i. 
Ain is the value of ~i in normal conditions. 

hp 
t 

hp 

kp 

C 

is the average processing time in processor P of 
an accepted call. 
is the average processing time in processor P of 
a call rejected after (at least partial) treat
ment by processor P; e.g. ha is the processing 
time in A of a call rejected in z in case 1. 
is the target load minus the fixed overhead of 
processor P, i.e., the available load for call 
handling of processor P during overload. 
is the total throughput, i.e., the total number 
o~ accepted calls from all the traffic 
flows considered in each case. 

Case 1: 

Two alternatives of rejection will be studied: 
Alt. a: Rejection of calls is done before the treat

treatment by any processor. 
Alt. b: Rejection due to overload of processor C is 

done after the calls have been at least par
tially treated by processor A~ 

a) Rejection in x if A is overloaded and in y if C is 
overloaded. The values of x and y are selfregu
lated to satisfy the following conditions: 

If >.l-ha-y ~ ka ==> x = 1 

ka 
If A1-ha-y ~ ka ==> x = 

~l-ha-y 

If A1·hc-x ~ kc ==> y 1 

kc 
If Al·hc-x ~ kc ==> y 

~l·hc·x (7) 

Hith the values of x and y obtained from equa-
tions above, the throughput is given by: 

[ ka kC] C = ,U·x ·y = Min ),1,---,--
ha hc 

(8) 

A usual criterion considered in the dimensioning 
rules is that each processor has a reserve capacity 
for accepting moderate overloads without requiring 
control actions. This criterion can be expressed in 
this way: 

),In-ha ~ {l/r)-ka ; Aln·hc ~ (l/r)·kc (9) 

where r is a number higher than 1, which will be 
called here IIOverload Reserve Factorll (ORF). 

If this criterion has been considered, formula (8) 
becomes: 

C ~ Min ().l,r-~ln ) (10) 

b) Rejection in x if A is overloaded and in z if C is 
overloaded. The values of x and z are selfregu
lated to satisfy: 

If '>.l-ha.z + ~l-ha(l-z) ~ ka 

' If ), 1- ha· z + A 1 -ha (1-z) ~ ka 
==> 
==> 

x = 1 

ka ==> x = ------------~-----~l·ha-z+ ;Al-ha(l-z) 

If >.l-hc·x ~ kc ==> z = 1 

kc 
==> z = ------

AI-he-x (11) 

The throughput obtained from these equations is 
the same as in alternative a. 

Therefore, since the optimum throughput is obtain
ed in both cases, it is not necessary to take any pre
caution of rejecting calls due to overload of a pro
cessor, before being treated by the other processor. 

Case 2: 

Two alternatives equivalent to those in case 1, have 
been studied: In both alternatives the rejection ,due 
to overload of A and B is done in x and y respective
ly, but the rejection due to overload of C is done in 
z in one alternative and in u in the other one. 

The application of the method of case 1 gives an 
optimum throughput in both alternatives, which is: 
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C = Hin >.1+ >,2,>'1+ -, - + ),2, - + -,-[ 
kb ka ka kb kC] 
hb ha ha hb hc 

(12) 

If the criterion of the ORF has been 
when dimensioning, the throughput becomes: 

followed 

C ~ Min ( ).l,r.).ln ) + Min ().2,r,>'2n ) (13) 

Thus the same conclusions of case 1 are extended 
to this case. 

Case 3: 

Three alternatives have been studied in this case. In 
all three alternatives the rejection due to overload 
of A is done in x. The rejection due to overload of C 
or D is done in this way: 
Alt. a: Selective rejection before treatment by A: 

R~jection in y due to C and rejection in z 
due to D. 

Alt. b: Selective rejection after (at least partial) 
treatment by A: Rejection in u due to C and 
rejection in v due to D. 

Alt. c: Indiscriminate rejection before treatment by 
A: Rejection in w due to C or D. 

The study of the three alternatives shows that 
the optimum throughput is only obtained in alterna
tive a, while there is a loss of throughput in alter
natives band c. 

For reason of· extension, the throughput is only 
given when the criterion of the ORF has been followed 
when dimensioning. The v~lues obtained are: 

C ~ Min(o<:l·),l,r·),ln) + Min(""2·),2,r.),2n) (14) 

being: 

In alto a: ",,1 1 0<2= 1 

Hin[ 
r·),ln + r·),2n· (ha/ha) 

In alto 'b: 0(1 1, 
A1 +),2' (ha/ha) 

0(2 = Min[ 1, 
r.),ln. (ha/h.a) + r·),2n 

Al· (ha/ha) +),2 

[ 
r.),2n] 

In alto .c: O(l=l1in 1/~ [ 
r.),ln] 

, ex 2=Min l'---:\lJ 

Alternative a cannot be implemented in many prac
tical cases, due to the fact that the usage of a pro
cessor by a call depends on decissions taken after 
its (at least partial) treatment by the previous pro
cessor. Thus, alternatives band c are often the · 
practical options. 

The analysis of formula (14) shows that the 
throughput with alternative b is always equal to or 
better than the throughput with alternative c. If al
ternative b is used, the smaller the value of ha, the 
better the throughput obtained; if ha were nil the 
throughput would be equal to that of alternative a, 
and if ha tends to infinite, the limit of the through
put is that of alternative c. In practice, ha ~ ha. 

The following is a quantification of the loss of 
throughput of alternatives band c, with respect to 
the optimum, when the load of the processors is just 
the load limit given by the application of the crite
rion of the ORF: 

From (14) it can be derived that loss of through
put can only occur when there is focus sed overload of 
one of the traffic flows A1 or A2, but it will not 
occur with general overload ()..1/ A1n = )..2/ ).2n). 

Fig.4 shows the throughput for the three alterna
tives for the case of focussed overload of flow Al. 
Flow ),2 is kept constant at the level of normal traf
fic conditions (),2n). The ORF is assumed to be 
r = 1.45, which is the value usualy adopted in the 
dimensioning of System 12. Three cases of the ratio 
between ),In and )..2n are considered: 3, 1 and 1/3. 

The figure shows that, while an important loss of 
throughput can occur with alternative c, the through
put of alternative b is not far from the optimum one, 
being always greater than the throughput in normal 

traffic conditions for reasonable overload levels. 
Consequently, selective rejection is always rec

ommended, even when it implies (alternative b) to re
ject calls after the treatment by other processors. 
The shorter the time spent in this treatment, ha, the 
better the throughput obtained. 
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Fig. 4 Throughput in case of focussed overload in 
the three alternatives of case 3. 

Case 4: 

Alternatives of case 3 have been studied. Results ob
tained are similar: optimum throughput is only ob
tained in alternative a, and the loss of throughput 
with respect to this optimum is much smaller with al
ternative b than that with c. For reasons of exten.
sion, the only throughput expressed here is that of 
alternative b when the criterium of the ORF .is fol
lowed in the dimensioning, and for ha = ha (worst 
practical case). 

C ~ l1in(oc:.)'1+,8·A3,r·Aln + -r.),3n) + 

+ Min(0(.)'2+"B 'A4,r'A2n + r.).4n) (15) 
being: 

, [ r.),ln + r .)'2n] 
CX=l1~n I, ------

A1 +),2 

. l r.),3n + r.),4n] 
, R =M~n 1, r ),3 +).4 

The analysis of this formula shows that a loss of 
throughput, with respect to the optimum, equivalent 
to that of case 3 is obtained with alternative b when 
there is an overload focussed towards either proces
sors C or D (traffic flows ).1 +),3 versus ),2 + ).4); 
but a throughput equal to the optimum of alternative 
a is obtained with a general overload or an overload 
focus sed towards either processors A or B if imbal
ance between processors C and D is not produced. 

Case 5: 

A situation of two processors with crossed traffic is 
studied in this case, in order to see if conclusions 
of case 1 can be extended. The proposal is rejection ' 
in x and y when A is overloaded and rejection in u 
and z when B is overloaded. The problem is to know if 
the optimum throughput is obtained when both traffic 
flows have the same priority in both processors 
(x = y, u = z) or if priority between flows has to be 
established. Thus, there are three alternatives for 
each processor: 
Alt. a: The flow coming from the other processor has 

higher priority than the flow starting in 
this processor. In processor A, it means: 

x > 0 implies y = 1. 
Alt. b: Both flows have the same priority. In proces

sor A, it means: x = y. 
Alt. c: Opposite to alternative a, that is: 

y > 0 implies x = 1. 
Considering all the combinations with the tw~ 

processors, 9 alternatives are obtained which are 
called aa, ab, ac, ba, etc. 
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Equations to calculate x, y, z and u have been 
established under the same methodolo~ as in previous 
cases. For example, x and y are obtained for alterna
tive a in processor A from the following equations: 

If .H·ha·u + >.l.ha.(l-u) + ,\2.ha·z ~ ka ==> 

==> x=l y=l 

If J ).l·ha . u + ).l.h~.{l-u) + ).2·ha·z ~ ka} ==> 
1 ). 2 . ha . z ~ ka 

ka - AZ·ha·z 
==> x y=l 

>.1· ha·u + .-\l"l{a' (l-u) 

If >.2.ha · z ~ ka ==> x=O , y=ka/,\2.ha.z (16) 

The result of the study is that the optimum 
throughput is only obtained with alternatives aa, ab, 
ac, ba, and ca. It is given by: 

C ~ Min(Xl+ >.2,r.)'ln + r .).2n) (17) 

if the criterion of the ORF has been followed when 
dimensioning. 

Thus, the conclusion is that the optimum through
put is obtained if the assignment of priorities in at 
least one of the two processors is done in the fol
lowing way: The flow coming from the other processor 
has a higher priority than the flow starting in this 
processor. No condition has to be satisfied by the 
priorities in the other processor. 

This study has assumed that the processing time 
required in one processor by the calls of both flows 
is the same, and based on this assumption, alterna
tives aa, ab, ac, ba and ca, produce the same 
throughput. If this assumption is not valid, the 
throughput differs from one to another of the 5 al-. 
ternatives. In addition, the global priority given to 
flow ).1 with respect to ).2 differs from one to 
other alternative. Both points of view have to be 
considered in the choice of one of the alternatives. 

Case 5 could be extended to more complex configu
rations in a similar manner as case 1 has been ex
tended to cases 2, 3 and 4. Global conclusions would 
be similar to those already obtained. 

4.2 Extension to complex configurations 

The study done in section 4.1 can easily be ex
tended to the case of two stages of processors with 
several processors in each stage. In the case of sev- . 
eral processors working as a dynamical load sharing 
pool, all of them will have the same overload level, 
and the percentage of calls rejected by each one will 
be the same. If it occurs in each of the two stages, 
case 1 of section 4.1 will represen~ this situation. 
Values of ka and kc in this extension will be the to
tal available load for call handling of all the pro
cessors of the corresponding stage during overload. 
Case 2 and case 3 are representative of the situa
tion in which the processors of one of the two stages 
work as a dynamical load sharing pool. 

If each processor of a pool or stage is dedicated 
to a group of lines, trunks or types of calls, the 
overload level of each processor can be different. In . 
the case of general overload, if a balanced dimen
sioning a balanced dimensioning of the processors has 
been done according to the criterion of the ORF, 
the performance can be studied by means of case 1. In 
the case of focussed overload, case 4 is representa
tive of the situation if the processors of each stage 
can be classified into two groups in the following 
way: All processors of a group have a certain over
load level, the same for all of them, and all proces
sors of the other group have other overload level. In 
the first stage, processor A can represent one of the 
groups, with ka equal to the total available load for 
call handling of the processors of . this group, and 
processor B can represent the other group. The same 
can be done with processors C and D for the second 
stage. Any other focus sed overload situation can be 

considered as an intermediate ' case between a general 
overload and the type of focus sed overload represent
ed by case 4. 

The extension of the above conclusions to a real 
life configuration with more than two stages has been 
checked by simulation. They can be summarized as 
follows: 
- The rejection of calls due to overload of a proces

sor used by all the calls, or belonging to a dynam
ical load sharing pool used by all the calls, can 
be done in any moment before the treatment of the 
calls by this processor, regardless whether ~hey 
have been treated or not by other processors. 

- The rejection of calls due to overload of a proces
sor used by part of the calls must be selective. In 
this case, it is desirable that the treatment of 
the rejected calls by other processors be as small 
as possible (if these processors also treat calls 
which are not treated by the former). When these 
two objectives conflict each other, the criterion 
of selective rejection must prevail. 

- The loss of throughput, in case of focussed over
load, due to the above mentioned conflict has been 
evaluated in cases 3 and 4 for a two stage configu
ration. In case of several stages, a focus sed over
load only affecting to processors of one stage has 
the same impact as in the two stage configuration. 
In case of focussed overload affecting to proces
sors of several stages, the simulation has shown 
that the additional impact of an additional stage, 
also affected by focus sed overload, quickly de
creases as the number of stages 'increases. Thus, 
the throughput obtained for any case of reasonable 
focussed overload is better than the throughput in 
normal conditions regardless the number of stages, 
if a reasonable value for the ORF has been chosen 
when dimensioning • . 

- In case of several stages of processors with cros
sed traffic, the rules given in case 5 must be sat
isfied for any pair of stages of the whole configu
ration. 

4.3 Treatment according to priorities 

One of the main objectives of an overload control 
strategy is to handle calls according to specified 
priorities. Specifically, the coordination with the 
network management strategy requires to assign higher 
priority to the incoming calls than to the origina
ting calls. 

The proposed overload detection mechanism allows 
that each processor treats calls according to priori
ties: Rejection of high priority calls due to over
load of a processor is only produced if the rejection 
of all the low priority calls using this processor is 
not enough to control the overload. 

The effective treatment according to priorities 
in an exchange as a whole does not only requ1re the 
treatment according to 'priorities in each processor, 
but also that the distribution of ·functions among the 
processors and the dimensioning of these allow this 
treatment: 

If the high priority calls use different proces
sors than the low priority calls, the treatment of 
calls according to priorities can only be based on a 
dimensioning of the processors treating high priority 
calls with a ORF higher than that of the processors 
treating low priority calls. 

On the opposite side, if all the processors treat · 
(in normal conditions) the same proportion of high 
and low priority calls, the treatment according to 
priorities in each processor will be fully effective 
to produce a global treatment according to priorities: 
The throughput of high priority calls in case of 
overload is the same as if only these calls would 
exist in the exchange and the dimensioning of the 
processors would have been done with an ORF equal to 

r • ATI ).H, being: 
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r : ORF (for all the calls) used for dimension
ing, as defined in 4.1. 
ratio of total rate of calls to rate of 
high priority calls in the whole exchange · 
in normal conditions. 

The total throughput is the same as if there would 
not exist priorities. 

In the general case, in which the proportion of 
high and low priority calls can dif~er from one to 
other processor, an effective treatment according to 
priorities requires that the dimensioning rules con
~ider, for each processor, apart from the ORF for all 
the calls, r, an overload reserve factor for high 
priority calls, R, being R > r. It means that the 
load due to high priority calls of each processor 
must not exceed l/R times the available load for call 
handling during overload. 

If R = r -).,T/ ).,H, the same throughput 
priority calls and of total calls as in the 
case is guaranteed. It implies an absolute 
of the high priority calls, in the sense 
handling of the maximun number of them can 
to handle any low priority call. 

of high 
previous 

preference 
that the 

imply not 

If a more moderate preference is desired, a value 
of R smaller than r-)..T/ ~H should be chosen. In this 
case, it should be avoided that a stage of processors 
different from the first one used by the high priori
ty calls works as bottleneck for these calls. Other
wise, low priority calls can be rejected in the first 
stages in order to treat high priority calls which, 
in turn, are rejected in the stage which works as 
bottleneck for them. Thus although the throughput of 
high priority calls corresponding to an ORF equal to 
R would be guaranteed, the total 'throughput corre
sponding to an ORF equal to r would not be guaranteed. 
To avoid it, the dimensioning load due to high prio
rity calls in the processors of the first stage and 
the value of R must be accordingly chosen, in such a 
way that R has the maximum value allowed by that load 
or vice versa. 

4.4 Other aspects to be considered 

Apart from the aspects previously considered, the 
following ones must be taken into account in the 
design of the control actions: 
- Up to now, it has been considered that the combined 

detection/rejection mechanism ensures a load in 
each processor equal to its target load and that 
the throughput and response time corresponding to 
this load are obtained. This objective is achieved 
if the actions taken to avoid overload of a proces
sor have immediate impact on the load of the pro
cessor. If the time between the moment in which an 
action is taken and that in which it is effective 
is large, oscillations of the load of the processor 
are produced and, consequently, worst response 
times are obtained and even the target load is not 
ensured. Therefore, the rejection of calls due to 
overload of a processor must not be done, from this 
point of view, much time before the instant in 
which the calls would have used the processor. 
The points of rejection due to overload of a pro
cessor can be placed in the own processor or in 
other ones. The rejection in the own processor 
should only be adopted if the time spent by the 
processor in the treatment of a rejected call can 
be limited to a small percentage of the time spent 
in the treatment of an accepted call. (A limit of 
5% for this percentage has been considered in Sys
tem 12). If the rejection point is located in an
other processor, a communication mechanism of the 
overload status has to be implemented. On one hand 
the communication has to ensure a quick updating of 
the information in the processor where the rejec
tion point is placed; otherwise, problems of load 
oscillation would appear, with the effects comment
ed in the previous paragraph. On the other hand, 
the processing time spent in the communication must 
be minimized. The achievement of these two objec-

tives can condition the choice of the rejection 
points. 

- Apart from the above general considerations the 
i~plementation of the control actions have to' con
s~der the specific characteristics of the system. 
In the case of System 12, its modular structure re
quires a modular overload control. Moreover, the 
system has an "architecture for change" (6), that 
is, a flexible architecture which allows a large 
variety of applications and an evolution in tech
nology and services. 
T~us, the overload control strategy should not con-
7~der the parti~ularities of each application, but 
~t has been des~gned [7J to be sufficiently general 
to allow, by changing its parameters, to be suc
cessfully applied to the variety of applications 
and to the future evolution. 

. A compr~mise solution must be searched for the 
~plementat~on ~f the proposed strategy in any parti
cular . system, s~nce some of the given considerations 
confl~ct each other. The full scale simulation is the 
best tool to reach this objective. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A proposal of overload control strategy for fully 
distributed control systems has been presented. The 
strategy has a distributed structure which matches 
with the architecture of these systems: 
Each processor has its own overload detection mecha
nism, and control actions are taken to protect each 
processor against overload. A sufficiently general 
detection mechanism has been designed which can be 
applied to any processor, regardless of the functions 
which it performs. Control actions which protect each 
processor have been ·designed to be consistent with 
those which protect the other ones. The required 

' c~ordination among processors is provided in this way 
w~thout need of a centralized coordinator. 

The general strategy proposed here has proved to 
be efficient when it has been implemented in System 
12. Simulation results (7) have shown that a through
put a 40% higher than that corresponding to normal 
load conditions is practically maintained in most 
cases of severe overload situations. In some cases of 
focussed overload the throughput may be lower, but 
always significantly higher than that corresponding 
to normal load conditions. Under severe overload 
-either general or focus sed- the grade of service for 
accepted calls is always kept equal or better than 
that corresponding to a 40% general overload. 
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